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Trade Facilitation is the only subject from the bundle of four Singapore 

Issues on which negotiation has started pursuant to the WTO’ s July Framework 

Agreement of 2004. The modalities for negotiation are set out in Annex D of the 

July Framework Agreement. 

2. In the increasing competitive business environment, India has an inherent 

interest in reducing transaction cost for import and export by simplifying trade 

related procedures at the borders and enhancing transparency. India has been 

pursuing this course long before negotiation on trade facilitation started in the 

WTO. 

  

3. The Annex D of the July Framework in the WTO is a good basis for 

negotiations on trade facilitation in the WTO. There are three identified aims of 

negotiation under Annex D: (i) To clarify and improve relevant aspects of GATT 

Articles V (Freedom of Transit), VIII (Fees and Formalities connected with 

Importation and Exportation) and X (Publication and Administration of Trade 

Regulations); (ii) Enhance technical assistance and support for capacity building 

in this area; (iii) To have provision for effective cooperation between Customs 

authorities on trade facilitation and Customs compliance issues.   

 

4. It is expected that the outcome of the negotiation would be such that it 

would contribute to a more transparent and modernized international trading 

environment contributing towards greater transparency and more efficient trade 



procedures for import, export and transit. At the same time, it is also expected 

that the negotiation would take into account the inherent limitations of the 

developing and least developed countries in taking commitments and at the 

same time help in implementing such commitments through concrete 

mechanisms of technical assistance and capacity building.  

 

Current status of Negotiations: 

 

5. In the ongoing negotiation, Members have already submitted a large 

number of proposals for clarification of GATT Articles V. A large number of 

proposals have come from the developed countries (like EC, Japan, USA and  

Canada) but several developing countries have also made proposals (e.g. Korea, 

People’s Republic of China, Singapore, Hong Kong China, Paraguay, etc.)   The 

proposals cover a wide range of issues connected with import, export and transit 

procedures and connected requirements of documentation and fees.  The main 

thrust of the proposals is to impart greater transparency to laws and regulations 

concerning import and export, and to modernise and automate the customs 

clearance and transit procedures through automation and adoption of modern 

methods of customs control like risk management and post clearance audit.  

 6. In brief, the following proposals have been made: internet publication of 

laws, regulations, administrative guidelines, decisions and rulings of general 

application; internet publication of fees and charges; establishing standard 

processing period for major trade procedures; creation of enquiry points to 



respond to queries from traders; establishing a system of advance ruling on tariff 

classification, rate of duty, customs valuation and duty deferral; prior consultation 

and comments from stakeholders for new or amended rules; a time interval 

between publication and entry into force of new rules and measures; 

maintenance of integrity among officials; reduction/minimization of number and 

diversity of fees and charges and their periodic review; establish specific 

parameters for charging fees- this should be related to approximate cost of 

service provided and hence should not be calculated on ad valorem basis; 

reduction/limitation of formalities and documentation requirements connected 

with importation and exportation; use international standards for import/export 

procedures and documentation requirements; accept commercially available 

information and copies of documents for goods clearance; automate customs 

and other agency import/export procedures; introduce a single window system 

for filing import/export documentation; prohibit consular fees or consular invoices; 

coordinate activities of all border agencies for goods clearance; introduce 

expedited procedures for express shipment; apply risk management and post 

clearance audit for goods clearance; separate release from clearance 

procedures; establish and publish average release and clearance time; reduce 

transit formalities and documentation requirements and review them periodically; 

use international standards for transit; promote regional transit arrangements; 

adopt simplified and preferential clearance systems for certain type of goods like 

perishable goods and goods not requiring transhipment.  

 



7. Developing countries have emphasised the need for an adequate 

mechanism for technical assistance and capacity building for developing and 

least developed countries to enable them to implement the commitments that 

may emerge out of the negotiation.  

 

8. The Hong Kong Ministerial Declaration  on Trade Facilitation is a good 

basis for work on this subject in WTO in 2006. The Declaration has  adopted the 

Report of the Chairman of the Negotiating Group on Trade Facilitation (NGTF). 

The Report gives a list of the proposed measures which has been submitted  so 

far as negotiating proposals.  It has not set any definitive time limit for starting 

text based negotiations.  It has only suggested (in Para 4) that “…Members 

should be mindful of the overall deadline for finishing the negotiations and the 

resulting need to move into focussed drafting mode early enough after the Sixth 

Ministerial Conference so as to allow for a timely conclusion of text based 

negotiations on all aspects of the mandate”.   

9. Another important feature of the Report is that in paragraph 4, it provides 

for “developing a set of multilateral commitments on all elements of the 

mandate….” This indicates that all the three aims of the negotiation have been 

put on equal footing.  The Report has also focussed, in para 6, on technical 

assistance and capacity building and has recommended that developed 

countries, in particular, should continue to intensify their support for technical 

assistance in a comprehensive manner and  on a long term and sustainable 

basis, backed by secure funding.  The expression “backed by secure funding” is  



not mentioned so explicitly in July  Framework Agreement. To that extent, this 

language is Annex-D plus.  The Report also recommends intensification of 

negotiations on special and differential treatment which is useful to meet the 

concerns of developing countries. Another important feature of the Report is that 

it keeps a window open for new proposals in 2006. 

 

10. India’s participation in this process has been positive and constructive. 

India has raised several questions to clarify the scope of the proposals made so 

far. A compilation of issues raised by India, Philippines, Kenya, etc  and the 

clarifications given on them is contained in the WTO document JOB (05/222).  

11. India has also put emphasis  on compliance issues through an effective 

cooperation mechanism between customs  administrations which is the third  

negotiating objective under Annex D. India has made a joint proposal with the US 

to have a multilateral mechanism for information exchange (W/57). Following up 

on this preliminary proposal, India has filed a detailed proposal (W/68) on how 

such a multilateral cooperation mechanism would operate. Sri Lanka has also co-

sponsored this paper. India’s submission on clarification and improvement of the 

existing provisions of  GATT Article VIII (Fees and Formalities connected with 

importation and Exportation) and X (Publication and Administration of Trade 

Regulations) has since been filed as document No. TN/TF/W/77 and TN/TF/W/78 

respectively.  In addition, pursuant to the proposal submitted by India under 

document W/68 on Co-operation Mechanism for Customs Compliance, another 

paper (TN/TF/W/103 dated 10 May, 2006) has been filed by India containing 



specific elements for multilateral cooperation mechanism for exchange of 

information between customs administrations of Members. 

 


